WEAPON POLICY
GUIDELINES

1. Reference PPM Chapter 3770
   a. Person must be 21 or older.
   b. Weapon must be completely hidden at all times.
   c. Weapon must remain within complete and exclusive control of the owner at all times.
   d. No bullets are to be in the barrel of the weapon at any time.
   e. Weapon must be holstered or within a case, with the trigger in a non-cock position and with entire trigger guard covered.
   f. If a violation occurs, the owner must remove the weapon from campus. An off-campus resident can store weapons in a vehicle. On-campus residents must store weapons in an approved storage container in the residence halls.

SECURITY: 785-826-2909
k-state.edu/police/weapons
2. Violations and Found Weapons
   a. If a violation is observed, contact the Security Department.
   b. If a weapon is found, do not touch the weapon if possible and contact security immediately.
   c. If you cannot stay with the found weapon, take it with you and contact security immediately.
   d. Always keep fingers away from the trigger of the weapon.
   e. Always keep the weapon pointed in a safe direction, preferably towards the ground.
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